Extract from B. D. Hales – pgs 15, 16 of Book 426, Bible and Gospel Trust, January 2012-----------(BDH is referring to Steve Jobs)

That man that died the other day, I don’t want to fix on persons, but, see, what he’s created,
the world wonders at it, the world just, the world is bedazzled by it, mesmerised by it. But
they’re instruments of hell, there’s no question about it, they’re instruments of hell. Brilliant
man, but he’s devoted his brilliance to creating instruments of hell. And God takes him away,
I’ve got no doubt God took him away in His wrath. So we rejoice in that, we rejoice in that,
when God acts against evil men.
Bruce Hales says that Steve Jobs (founder of Apple computers and creator of iPhones Apple
Macs etc.) was the ‘creator of instruments from hell, so God took Steve Jobs ‘out’ for
inventing many of the most incredible communications inventions of the 20th and 21st
centuries. God gave him cancer and sent him to hell. That’s what Hales is saying. So
therefore Henry Ford is responsible for every car accident.
Why do the brethren allow Bruce D Hales to humiliate himself and them in this way?
The Education Department in Australia should be given a copy of this ministry because it's
probable that some children and young people were present when Bruce Hales spoke like
this. Others may have read the printed transcript.
It is appalling that any child or young person should be taught that "God takes him away, I’ve
got no doubt God took him away in His wrath. So we rejoice in that, we rejoice in that, when
God acts against evil men."
Just in case anyone is labouring under the impression that Hales is right here - one of the
instruments of evil that Steve Jobs' company invented before Steve was taken away by God's
wrath - is for sale on Bruce Hales' UBT website - the Iconia Tablet which sells on EBAY for
$859.50 and Bruce Hales sells for $2055.05. Even more in Yankee dollars at the moment.
So it's evil to create a machine but not evil to sell them and use them? What is evil is Bruce
Hales' markups! Try the HP Elitebook (another Job creation) 8460P which we can buy for
$2290.00 and Bruce sells for $4249.25.
Or the Sony VAIO which we can buy for $1295.00 and Hales sells for $5399.25. If you want
to talk about evil and wicked....try explaining Bruce's evil greedy markups.
The hypocrisy is staggering. Isn't it!
· Haven’t we seen all this before? An EB leader losing control of himself, expressing
loathsome, hateful sentiments that would disgust any decent person anywhere, and bringing
disgrace on himself and his brethren.
The trouble with being the Big Boss in the EB is that your gaffes, no matter how appalling,
go on permanent record so that future generations will look back and wonder why his family
or his friends didn’t stop him sooner, before he made a complete fool of himself and them.

May God save any children that are exposed to the corrupting influence of this awful
ministry.
Has the publishing arm of the Exclusive Brethren become a pipeline of filth? This is worse
than anything I have ever seen on the Internet.
comment

There are two important issues here-one Bruce Hales, inept self delusionary deluded view
of himself which is now becoming manifest by his solemn pronouncements of who is in hell.
Face it-the brethren might be fooled inside ,but when you go outside, the world isn't, The
expose on Bruce’s hypocrisy by making millions overcharging the brethren for using the
same ''evil'' devices as he denounces the inventors and manufacturers is now a matter of
public record
.As far as the brethren themselves are concerned -this isn't some deep doctrinal issue
requiring dedicated bible study to unravel but simple blatant hypocrisy -their friends and
brethren were ruthlessly named as evil and withdrawn from for doing exactly what the
brethren are doing now-using computers and cell phones. You can't get anything more
black and white than that. If anyone in the EB leasing or buying such electronic equipment
goes to any store in their own city or peruses any advertisement- the fact that they are being
gouged by the Hales run Commercial System is equally simple. It doesn't take any great
spirituality to see an item advertised for $500 in the ''worlds'' store and paying $1000 for it in
the Church store. Even an EB educated in an EB run school out to have that rudimentary
level of basic math to figure that out.
The other issue of course is the question of money laundering -or co mingling church
finances with business or schools -only a forensic audit will determine that -and its long
overdue. The taxpayers who are subsidizing this cult have a right to know. Maybe by going
public, The radar that the EB brag they fly under will be lowered a bit and none too soon
either.
And another one
BDH’s security comes under attack.
Bruce Hales is deluded. He thinks he is in mortal danger, which is the craziest thing I
have ever heard. Crazier than all the other crazy things we hear about these crazy
people.
Never – repeat NEVER –has anyone I know in the ex-Peeb community ever
expressed a desire or wish to hurt the man. Talk to him maybe. Engage him in some
correspondence maybe. But never to lay a finger on the man. I mean- why would you
potentially face a court and Bruce’s raft of legal people over clobbering the bloke.
You wouldn’t! Plain and simple. He’s simply not worth it. Add to that of course– that
we don’t do that sort of thing. All the Peebs I know- ex or current might bore the
pants off you – but they’d never resort to an involuntary uppercut. This is all part of

the Brethren myth that anyone who is ejected from their midst immediately embraces
evil in the worst way. We don’t. Most live quiet, Christian lives. Sorry to burst your
myth.
So why is it that the fellow is so chronically paranoid about his security which not
only extends to the doors of their halls but within –where we hear he even dictates
who sits where -so he is not bothered or put in harms way. Why would any Peeb need
security within the hall grounds? Who among them is packing? (Iron that is.) No one
right? So we agree that he is not in mortal danger given the fact that no one has ever
lunged – attacked, broken through the pack or invaded his personal space. So why the
extreme paranoia?
Simple. The man has delusions of self-importance. He has ‘despotitus’. A nasty
condition where a man thinks he is so important that he has to be surrounded by
human shields. A good example of this type of condition was the late Muammar
Ghadaffi –who took the whole condition a little bit further by having a troupe of
female bodyguards –sort of middle-eastern Charlie’s Angels if you will. All soft and
cuddly except for their biceps and menacing AK47’s. I daresay if Bruce could get
away with it – he would have trained up a group of pectorially enhanced sisters to act
as his human shield.
The man is deluded. When he arrived at Launceston airport a couple of years ago to
offer his support to the Peeb fight over some poor warring family’s custody battle or
whatever – he had three Peeb vehicles illegally enter the runway to shield him from
the great unseen enemy. Indeed –normal security- cleared users of the airport were so
dismayed by this incredible security breach of a secure zone, that they took photos,
which were published in the media the next day. Which made him all the more
paranoid. They honestly thought that George Bush had snuck in to have a quiet
weekend in Lonny. No such luck- just a fat, potentially drunk, deluded sect boss from
New South Wales. They repeated the same ploy at Condoblin Airport in New South
Wales, much to the dismay of airport staff.
His reclusive delusions went further. He would engage no one himself –preferring the
shield of spokesmen- who would act as his voice and deflect any question that might
involve an actual audience or sentence from the man. Even his cousin Jimmy when
pressed on the subject –reverted to a nervous laugh and double talk about putting in a
request. A request that would never be answered satisfactorily. A request that would
never result in his cousin standing there and putting a coherent case. I know of no sect
or church where the leader is completely invisible. Most of them can’t wait to get
behind a microphone or to banter with a journalist. Some have even been so charming
and beguiling as to almost save another soul. But not Bruce. He neither charms nor
beguiles. It’s not in his nature or vocab. So he is paranoid also about having to answer
anything. Why? Because he has no answers. There are no answers for what he does.
So now if you wanted to actually talk to the Exclusive Brethren as many did given
their appalling behaviour and sudden pushes into formerly quiet middle class suburbsyou had to engage the likes of a sweaty palmed Tony McCor-kill or a side-stepping
Jimmy Hales or a bullshitting Daniel Hales. Not an honest or straight answer in the lot
of them.

So Bruce now perceives that the world is against him. Every public step is fraught
with danger regardless of the fact that he has had no direct threat from any human
being. Except perhaps from the odd ‘derro’ wanting a fag or a fiver. But because he
THINKS he is important – he THINKS there will be people out to get him. Which
frankly- there isn’t. Because nobody thinks he is remotely important. To every nonPeeb in the free world –he is a nobody. No one would want to engage him. No one
gives a fig about his weird religion. In fact his weird religion is probably more reason
to cross the street if you see him coming.
The main threat to the man is probably the Taxation office (read IRS) who might want
to talk to him about dodgy charities or money dealings. I mean – Symington had the
same grief. Something about you not being allowed to keep money in jam jars in your
basement that you haven’t paid tax on. Had he had a few bodyguards like Bruce –
they might never have made it into the basement. But even Bruce must realise that a
few bulked- up beanie- wearing doormen are no match for the forces of the Taxation
office. It was heavily rumoured he went to the wedding of one of his favourite
bodyguards! Can you believe that Ex-Peebs?? My jaw is still on the ground.
So we are agreed that Bruce is nuts……quite, quite batty. Deluded with selfimportance – he thinks he has to spend millions on security because of a great unseen
enemy that doesn’t exist. An enemy that isn’t there. The thought of being a Peeb
today with people checking cars as you come in – of bolting gates after you have
come in – and of running round with their walkie- talkies while you are trying to have
a meeting is preposterous to me. And to every ex-Peeb I know and I daresay a few
thousand current Peebs too.
Do you know why Bruce engages in all this paranoid rubbish? To JUSTIFY the sins
of the Exclusive Brethren and their wicked treatment of so many people. To justify
their actions in breaking up so many homes and families. In many, many cases for
things that are now no breach of Peeb orders at all today. Like computers. And mobile
phones. By saying to anyone who will listen that we are dangerous ex-members- all
capable of murder and mayhem. All lying in wait to attack when Bruce least expects
it. That’s why he carries on like Saddam Hussein and his ilk. That’s why he tells
people he has death threats. (From whom?? The Grim Reaper?)
Truth is Bruce- you cannot justify your own and your predecessor’s treatment of
thousands of people. And you cannot justify this silly security phobia you live with.
The truth is- you don’t need it. You never did need it. No one has ever attacked you.
No one has ever given you grief. You don’t need to have human shields. You don’t
need to travel in secure vehicles and in private aircraft. You aren’t that important. And
you aren’t in any danger. The biggest threat you face is liver disease. Or a heart attack
going by your waistline. You have no violent enemies in the ex-Brethren community
– just a lot of people who feel sorry for you and wonder why you cannot be honest
and open with them. For once in your life. We know however – that that is too much
to ask. It might involve something that is a foreign to you, as it is to the more recent
so-called ‘Men of God’. Transparency.
Tell you what Bruce. How about you call a forum where you can sit on a pedestal and
we – your ex-brothers and sisters can sit in an audience – frisked and weapon free
environment –just to answer some questions. I would like to stand up two of my

fellow withdrawees and ask you why you withdrew from them for having a computer
in their business. Between them they lost their wives, their livelihoods, 13 children
and their assets. Today you insist that the Peebs buy all their computers from you. So
what was the sin exactly? Then I would like to stand up a whole bunch of middleaged men –who your church dealt with in the early 1970’s for nothing – no sin at all.
You just needed to push someone round a bit and that’s how it ended up. They lost
their families and everything else because of that.
Let’s bring in the Great Period of Grace Mark 2. This time – we get to ask questions
and to get real answers. What do you think about that? And if you deem that there is
no answer you can give –probably because there is no creditable answer to such
actions – you can get up and leave. No one will hurt you. But at least we will believe
that you are beyond help and common decency. At least we will know we are dealing
with a lost cause. A man with no morality. Or credibility.
But one thing is for sure. You won’t need any security or body guards

And another one
I am concerned about Bruce Hales, he has delusions. Maybe even more pronounced
and profound delusions. He really thinks people are out to get him. He knows he has
done wrong. He knows he is a charlatan. He knows he has robbed people. He
knows he continues to rob people through his UBT Company and he converts his
deep-seated guilt into delusions of revenge from an unseen enemy. Except they
must be opposers- which is the Peeb equivalent of the PLO.
He really thinks that one day an opposer is going to leap out in front of him with a
grenade launcher and blow his head off. Nothing could be further from the truth. ExPeebs are like Hasidic Jews. About as dangerous as a geriatric in a marathon. Or a
17 year old Labrador with no teeth and a fused back. So the reason for Bruce Hales’
extremely deluded paranoia comes down to one thing. Guilt. He knows he is a
naughty boy…he’s just lost track of where and when exactly.
So he fortifies his churches with the same gates that the Jewish guy put into the
walls of his W.C. bunker. He has sentry posts at every hall. He has remotely
controlled cameras swivelling as the saints come marching in. He has security
stickers on the windscreens of every Peeb car. He probably has a little man with a
mirror on a stick checking the underneath of each vehicle for explosive devices. If
they still believed in pets – he would have Alsatians sniffing out C4 explosives in
cunningly disguised devices. Like Sister’s handbags. He drives around in 4WD’s with
blacked out windows lest the Paparazzi take a vague interest in him. He has tents
put up so he can alight from his security-limo in complete privacy. And his deluded
mind now cannot even separate the Peebs from the non Peebs. So he bans them
from talking to him as well.
It won’t be long till he does his meetings via a video link. Every Peeb church will be
converted into a picture theatre. With Bruce’s head blown up to three metres across.

Well to be honest – it already is. But you get the picture. “And now from the
Ermington bunker – it’s Mister Bruce! But first a commercial. Have you ever wanted
a new laptop? On special this week from UBT is the new Vario XP GTPX Wordex 7
Mark 4! And a steal at only $9,999! Get yours today and help the minister of the Lord
in the recovery!”
Trust me when I say that impostors, liars, family separators and people who aren’t
always totally honest in their business dealings live with fear. A deep seated delusion
that someone- somewhere is out to get them.
In reality – no one really gives a fig. I used to say the worst we would do to him is
ask him some questions. Sadly Hales fears the question even more than an RPGL.
(Rocket Propelled Grenade Launcher….sheeesh have I got to explain everything?)
Or a 303. Because he has no answers. And he knows there are no answers to what
the Peebs do these days.
But I fear that even asking a simple question would be a waste of time today as he is
beyond help and like many of his ilk –lost in a world of make believe.
Mind you – a threepenny bunger in his letterbox would be fun –just to see if he has
an AK47 set up in his dunny!

*****************
One thing the current EB cannot comprehend-or don't want to ,and that is many of us
ex -EB were once just as loyal ''defenders'' and supporters of the ''Position'' and
rallied round the Lord’s Servant like they do themselves right now.
I well remember denying and denouncing anything perceived as ''negative''-and
''shooting the messenger''.
Whenever something happened that could not be denied, or ''explained'' I
rationalised it by telling myself that ''while there ''might be'' peripheral issues the core
was sound'' and it wasn't up to me to judge or act because whoever was the leader
would deal with it. I was able to placate my conscience for a while until it became
obvious-and undeniable, that it what was wrong and it wasn't a ''peripheral issue''-but
the opposite-------- the ''core'' was rotten, and looking the other way or pretending
everything was ok just didn't work anymore--------We were there.

